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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a control valve suitable for controlling the discharging capacity of a variable
displacement compressor.
[0002] An automotive air conditioner generally includes a compressor, a condenser, an expander, an evaporator, and
so forth. Here, the compressor discharges a high-temperature and high-pressure gaseous refrigerant produced by
compressing a refrigerant flowing through a refrigeration cycle of a vehicle. The condenser condenses the gaseous
refrigerant. The expander produces a low-temperature and low-pressure refrigerant by adiabatically expanding the
condensed liquid refrigerant. The evaporator evaporates the refrigerant and thereby causes a heat exchange of the
refrigerant with air inside a vehicle’s compartment. The refrigerant evaporated by the evaporator is again brought back
to the compressor and thus circulates through the refrigeration cycle.
[0003] Used as such a compressor as described above is a variable displacement compressor (hereinafter referred
to simply as "compressor" also) capable of varying the refrigerant discharging capacity in order to maintain a constant
level of cooling capacity irrespective of the engine speed. This compressor has a piston for compression linked to a
wobble plate that is mounted to a rotational shaft rotatingly driven by an engine. And the compressor regulates the
refrigerant discharge rate by changing the stroke of the piston through changes in the angle of the wobble plate. The
angle of the wobble plate can be changed continuously by changing the balance of pressures working on both faces of
the piston as part of the discharged refrigerant is introduced into an airtight crankcase. The pressure within this crankcase
(hereinafter referred to as "crank pressure") Pc is controlled by a control valve for a variable displacement compressor
(hereinafter referred to simply as "control valve" also), which is provided between the discharge chamber of the com-
pressor and the crankcase.
[0004] One of these control valves, such as one described above, controls the crank pressure Pc by regulating the
amount of refrigerant introduced into the crankcase in accordance with a suction pressure Ps, for instance. This control
valve includes a pressure-sensing section, a valve section, and a solenoid. Here, the pressure-sensing section develops
a displacement by sensing the suction pressure Ps; a valve section controls the opening and closing of the passage
from the discharge chamber to the crankcase in response to a drive force from the pressure-sensing section; and the
solenoid is capable of changing the setting value of the drive force at the pressure-sensing section by external electric
current. The control valve like this opens and closes the valve section in such a manner as to maintain the suction
pressure Ps at a pressure set by the external electric current. Generally, the suction pressure Ps is proportional to a
refrigerant temperature at the exit of the evaporator, and thus the freezing or the like of the evaporator can be prevented
by maintaining a set pressure at or above a predetermined value. Also, when the engine load of the vehicle is high, the
compressor can be operated at the minimum capacity by fully opening the valve section with the solenoid turned off and
by setting the wobble plate substantially at a right angle to the rotational shaft with the crank pressure Pc set high.
[0005] Also proposed in recent years as another one of the control valves is a control valve, as disclosed in Reference
(1) in the following Related Art List, for instance. In this control valve, a main valve is provided in a main passage that
connects the discharge chamber to the crankcase, and a sub-valve is provided in a sub-passage that connects the
crankcase to the suction chamber. And both the main valve and the sub-valve are driven by a single solenoid. According
to this control valve as disclosed therein, the opening degree of the main valve is regulated, during a steady operation
of the air conditioner, with the sub-valve closed. Thereby, as described above, the crank pressure Pc can be controlled
and the discharging capacity of the compressor can be controlled. At the same time, a so-called bleed function can be
achieved by opening the sub-valve at a power-on of the air conditioner with the main valve closed and thereby quickly
lowering the crank pressure Pc. Note that, in this bleed function, the compressor shifts its operation mode to a maximum-
capacity operation in a relatively quick manner.

Related Art List

[0006]

(1) Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication (Kokai) No. 2008-240580.

[0007] In the control valve specifically disclosed in Reference (1), however, the main valve element, which constitutes
the main valve, and the sub-valve element, which constitutes the sub-valve, are arranged in series with each other so
as to form a series unit. And this control valve is configured such that the solenoid is arranged on one end side of the
series unit and such that the pressure-sensing section is arranged on the other end side thereof. The pressure-sensing
section practically senses the suction pressure Ps and thereby generates a drive force opposing the solenoidal force.
When the main valve is being controlled, the main valve element and the sub-valve become integrated with each other
and then the opening degree of the main valve is regulated in accordance with the balance between the solenoidal force
and the drive force of the pressure-sensing section. The sub-valve is opened when the sub-valve element is separated
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or spaced apart from the main valve element after the main valve has been closed. However, the opening/closing
operations of the main valve and the sub-valve are dependent on how high the suction pressure Ps is. For this reason,
the main valve and the sub-valve are sometimes alternately opened and closed when the suction pressure Ps varies
near a fully-closed point where both the main valve and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed. This produces a rasping
hitting sound in the valve section. Also, the controllability of a bleed function and the like may possibly be lost then and
therefore the control valve still had room for improvement in this regard.
[0008] The present invention has been made in view of the foregoing problems, and a purpose thereof is to provide
a control valve for a variable displacement compressor capable of achieving the bleed function in a more stabilized
manner and more effectively.
[0009] In order to resolve the aforementioned problems, a control valve for a variable displacement compressor ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention varies a discharging capacity of the compressor for compressing
refrigerant led into a suction chamber and discharging the compressed refrigerant from a discharge chamber, by regulating
a flow rate of the refrigerant led into a crankcase from the discharge chamber, and the control valve includes: a body
having a discharge chamber communication port that communicates with the discharge chamber, a crankcase commu-
nication port that communicates with the crankcase, a suction chamber communication port that communicates with the
suction chamber, a main passage that communicates between the discharge chamber communication port and the
crankcase communication port, and a sub-passage that communicates between the crankcase communication port and
the suction chamber communication port; a main valve seat provided in the main passage; a main valve element
configured to open and close a main valve by touching and leaving the main valve seat; a power element configured to
supply a drive force in a valve opening direction to the main valve element according to a displacement amount of a
pressure-sensing member, the power element including the pressure-sensing member for sensing a predetermined
pressure-to-be-sensed and developing a displacement in an opening or closing direction of the main valve; a solenoid
configured to generate a force opposing the drive force of the power element when the solenoid electrically conducts;
an actuating rod configured to transmit a force generated by the solenoid to the power element, the actuating rod being
coupled with the solenoid; a sub-valve seat provided in the sub-passage; a sub-valve element configured to open and
close a sub-valve by touching and leaving the sub-valve seat; and a biasing member configured to bias the main valve
element in a closing direction of the main valve.
[0010] Also, the control valve is configured such that a range of the pressures-to-be-sensed, where the main valve
and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed until the sub-valve element is lifted from the sub-valve seat after the main
valve element has been seated on the main valve seat, is set as a deadband, by regulating the load of the biasing
members, and such that a value of the pressure-to-be-sensed with which to close the main valve, a value of the pressure-
to-be-sensed with which to open the sub-valve after the main valve has been closed, and pressure values at which the
deadband takes place are set variably by setting a value of current supplied to the solenoid.
[0011] By employing this embodiment, regulating the load of the biasing members allows the setting of a deadband,
where the main valve and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed, even in the event that the pressure-to-be-sensed is
varied. In other words, the pressure-to-be-sensed (till the opening of the sub-valve after the closing of the main valve)
can be given a certain range of values and therefore the setting can be done such that the sub-valve is opened under
a pressure value, at which the main valve is not easily opened, by varying the pressure-to-be-sensed. Similarly, the
setting can be done such that the main valve is opened under a pressure value, at which the sub-valve is not easily
opened, by varying the pressure-to-be-sensed. This can prevent a situation like one where the main valve and the sub-
valve are alternately opened and closed, so that the bleed function can be achieved in a more stabilized manner. This
also causes both a pressure-to-be-sensed, which determines a valve closing point of the main valve, and a pressure-
to-be-sensed, which determines the valve opening point of the sub-valve, to vary according to a value of current supplied
to the solenoid (supply current value). More specifically, the values at which the main valve and the sub-valve are to be
opened are varied, as appropriate, by varying the value of current supplied to the solenoid. Thus, the condition under
which the sub-valve can be opened is not limited to the cases where the pressure sensed by the power element exceeds
a specific pressure value (fixed value). Hence, the bleed function can be appropriately achieved depending on an air-
conditioning state or environment.
[0012] Embodiments will now be described by way of examples only, with reference to the accompanying drawings
which are meant to be exemplary, not limiting, and wherein like elements are numbered alike in several Figures in which:

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view showing a structure of a control valve according to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a partially enlarged cross-sectional view of the upper half of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 shows an operation of a control valve;
FIG. 4 shows an operation of a control valve;
FIG. 5 is a graph showing valve opening characteristics of a control valve;
FIGS. 6A to 6C are each a graph showing valve opening characteristics of a control valve;
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B are each a graph showing, in more detail, valve opening characteristics in response to a suction
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pressure Ps;
FIG. 8 is a graph showing a method for achieving the valve opening characteristics in FIG 7A and FIG.

7B;
FIG. 9 is a graph showing a relationship between a supply current value to solenoid and valve opening

characteristics in response to a suction pressure Ps; and
FIG. 10 is a graph for explaining why the valve opening characteristics are provided in the case of 0.6

(MPaG) shown in FIG. 9.

[0013] The present invention will now be described in detail based on preferred embodiments with reference to the
accompanying drawings. This does not intend to limit the scope of the present invention, but to exemplify the invention.
[0014] In the following description, for convenience of description, the positional relationship in each structure may be
expressed as "vertical" or "up-down" with reference to how each structure is depicted in Figures.
[0015] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view showing a structure of a control valve according to an embodiment.
[0016] A control valve 1 is configured as an electromagnetic valve for controlling the discharging capacity of a not-
shown variable displacement compressor (hereinafter referred to simply as "compressor") installed for a refrigeration
cycle of an automotive air conditioner. This compressor discharges a high-temperature and high-pressure gaseous
refrigerant produced by compressing a refrigerant flowing through the refrigeration cycle. The gaseous refrigerant is
then condensed by a condenser (external heat exchanger) and further adiabatically expanded by an expander so as to
become a misty, low-temperature and low-pressure refrigerant. This low-temperature and low-pressure refrigerant is
evaporated by an evaporator, and the evaporative latent heat cools the air of an interior of a vehicle. The refrigerant
evaporated by the evaporator is again brought back to the compressor and thus circulates through the refrigeration
cycle. The compressor, which has a rotational shaft rotatingly driven by an engine of an automobile, is configured such
that a piston for compression is linked to a wobble plate mounted to the rotational shaft. The compressor regulates a
refrigerant discharge rate by changing the stroke of the piston through changes in the angle of the wobble plate. The
control valve 1 changes the angle of the wobble plate and consequently changes the discharging capacity of the com-
pressor by controlling a flow rate of the refrigerant to be introduced from a discharge chamber to a crankcase of the
compressor.
[0017] The control valve 1 is constituted as a so-called Ps sensing valve that controls the flow rate of refrigerant
introduced from the discharge chamber to the crankcase so that a suction pressure Ps of the compressor can be
maintained at a certain set pressure. Note here that the suction pressure Ps thereof corresponds to "pressure-to-be-
sensed". The control valve 1 is constructed by integrally assembling a valve unit 2 and a solenoid 3. The valve unit 2
includes a main valve for opening and closing a refrigerant passage used to lead a part of the discharged refrigerant to
the crankcase, during an operation of the compressor, and a sub-valve that functions as a so-called bleed valve for
releasing the refrigerant in the crankcase to a suction chamber, at a startup of the compressor. The solenoid 3 regulates
the opening degree of the main valve by driving the main valve in a valve opening or closing direction, and controls the
flow rate of refrigerant introduced into the crankcase. The valve unit 2 includes a body 5 of stepped cylindrical shape,
a main valve and a sub-valve, which are provided inside the body 5, a power element 6, which generates a drive force
against a solenoidal force to adjust the opening level of the main valve, and so forth. The power element 6 functions as
a "pressure-sensing section".
[0018] The body 5 has ports 12, 14 and 16 in this order from top down. The port 12 functions as a "suction chamber
communication port" and communicates with the suction chamber of the compressor. The port 14 function as a "crankcase
communication port" and communicates with the crankcase of the compressor. The port 16 functions as a "discharge
chamber communication port" and communicates with the discharge chamber of the compressor. An end member 13
is fixed to an upper-end opening of the body 5 in such a manner as to close the upper-end opening thereof. A lower end
of the body 5 is coupled to an upper end of the solenoid 3.
[0019] A main passage, which communicates the port 16 with the port 14, and a sub-passage, which communicates
the port 14 with the port 12 are formed inside the body 5. The main valve is provided in the main passage, whereas the
sub-valve is provided in the sub-passage. In other words, the control valve 1 is configured such that the power element
6, the sub-valve, the main valve, and the solenoid 3 are arranged in this order starting from one end side of the body 5.
A main valve hole 20 and a main valve seat 22 are provided in the main passage. A sub-valve hole 32 and a sub-valve
seat 34 are provided in the sub-passage.
[0020] A working chamber 23, which is partitioned in an upper portion of the body 5, and the suction chamber are
communicated with each other through the port 12. The power element 6 is disposed in the working chamber 23. Through
the port 16, the refrigerant at a discharge pressure Pd is introduced from the discharge chamber. A main valve chamber
24 is provided between the port 16 and the main valve hole 20, and the main valve is arranged in the main valve chamber
24. Through the port 14, the refrigerant at the crank pressure Pc having passed through the main valve is led out toward
the crankcase during a steady operation of the compressor. Also, through the port 14, the refrigerant at the crank pressure
Pc discharged from the crankcase is led in at a startup of the compressor. A sub-valve chamber 26 is provided between
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the port 14 and the main valve hole 20, and the sub-valve is arranged in the sub-valve chamber 26. Through the port
12, the refrigerant at the suction pressure Ps is led in during the steady operation of the compressor. Also, through the
port 12, the refrigerant at the suction pressure Ps having passed through the sub-valve is led out toward the suction
chamber at the startup of the compressor. Ring-shaped strainers 15 and 17 are provided around the ports 14 and 16,
respectively. The strainers 15 and 17 each includes a filter that suppresses foreign materials from entering into the
interior of the body 5.
[0021] The main valve hole 20 is formed between the main valve chamber 24 and the sub-valve chamber 26, and the
main valve seat 22 is formed on a lower-end opening end of the main valve hole 20. A guiding passage 25 (functioning
as a "second guiding passage") is provided between the port 14 and the working chamber 23. A guiding passage 27
(functioning as a "first guiding passage") is provided in a lower portion of the body 5 (on an opposite side of the main
valve hole 20 of the main valve chamber 24). A main valve element 30 of cylindrical shape is slidably inserted to the
guiding passage 27.
[0022] The diameter of an upper half of the main valve element 30 is slightly reduced, and the upper half of the main
valve element 30 runs through the main valve hole 20 and forms a partition 33 that separates the inside and the outside
of the main valve element 30. A stepped portion formed in a middle part of the main valve element 30 touches and
leaves the main valve seat 22 so as to become a valve formation part 35. The main valve element 30 closes and opens
the main valve by touching and leaving the main valve seat 22 from a main valve chamber 24 side, respectively. Thereby
the main valve element 30 regulates the flow rate of refrigerant flowing from the discharge chamber to the crankcase.
An upper end surface of the partition 33 constitutes the sub-valve seat 34. The sub-valve seat 34 functions as a movable
seat that moves (develops a displacement) together with the main valve element 30.
[0023] A sub-valve element 36 of stepped cylindrical shape is slidably inserted to the guiding passage 25. An internal
passage of the sub-valve element 36 is the sub-valve hole 32. This internal passage communicates the sub-valve
chamber 26 with the working chamber 23 by opening the sub-valve. The sub-valve element 36 and the sub-valve seat
34 are disposed counter to each other in the direction of axis line. The sub-valve element 36 closes and opens the sub-
valve by touching and leaving the sub-valve seat 34, respectively.
[0024] An elongated actuating rod 38 is provided along an axis line of the body 5. The actuating rod 38 and the power
element 6 are connected such that an upper end of the actuating rod 38 can be operatively coupled or linked to the
power element 6 by way of the sub-valve element 36. The actuating rod 38 and a plunger 50 (described later) of the
solenoid 3 are connected such that a lower end of the actuating rod 38 can be operatively coupled or linked to the plunger
50. An upper half of the actuating rod 38 penetrates the main valve element 30, and the actuating rod 38 supports the
sub-valve element 36 from below at the upper end thereof.
[0025] A spring 42 (functioning as a "biasing member") that biases the main valve element 30 in a closing direction
of the main valve is set between the main valve element 30 and the solenoid 3. Also, a spring 44 (functioning as a
"biasing member") that biases not only the sub-valve element 36 in a closing direction of the sub-valve but also the main
valve element 30 in an opening direction of the main valve is set between the power element 6 and the sub-valve element
36. In the present embodiment, the spring load of the spring 44 is set such that the spring load thereof is larger than
that of the spring 42.
[0026] The power element 6 includes a bellows 45 that develops a displacement by sensing the suction pressure Ps
and generates an opposing force to oppose the solenoidal force by the displacement of the bellows 45. This opposing
force is also transmitted to the main valve element 30 by way of the sub-valve element 36. When the sub-valve element
36 is seated on the sub-valve seat 34 with the result that the sub-valve is closed, the relief of refrigerant from the
crankcase to the suction chamber is blocked. Also, when the sub-valve is opened with the sub-valve element 36 spaced
apart from the sub-valve seat 34, the relief of refrigerant from the crankcase to the suction chamber is permitted.
[0027] The solenoid 3 includes a stepped cylindrical core 46, a bottomed cylindrical sleeve 48, which is so assembled
as to seal off a lower-end opening of the core 46, a stepped cylindrical plunger 50, which is housed in the sleeve 48 and
which is disposed in a position opposite to the core 46 in the direction of axis line, a cylindrical bobbin 52, which is
inserted around the core 46 and sleeve 48, an electromagnetic coil 54, wound around the bobbin 52, which generates
a magnetic circuit when the solenoid 3 electrically conducts, a casing 56, which is so provided as to cover the electro-
magnetic coil 54 from outside and which also functions as a yoke, and an end member 58, which is so provided as to
seal off a lower-end opening of the casing 56. In the present embodiment, the body 5, the core 46, the casing 56 and
the end member 58 form a body for the whole control valve 1.
[0028] The valve unit 2 and the solenoid 3 are secured such that a lower end of the body 5 is press-fitted to an upper-
end opening of the core 46. A pressure chamber 28 is formed between the core 46 and the main valve 30. The actuating
rod 38 is inserted to the core 46 such that the actuating rod 38 penetrates a center of the core 46 in the direction of axis
line. The suction pressure Ps of the pressure chamber 28 passes through a communicating path 62, which is formed
by the spacing between the actuating rod 38 and the core 46, and is then led into the sleeve 48 as well.
[0029] The spring 44 functions as an off-spring that biases both the core 46 and the plunger 50 in a direction in which
they get mutually separated apart from each other. The actuating rod 38 is coaxially connected to the sub-valve element
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36 and the plunger 50, respectively, but is not fixed thereto. In other words, the upper end of the actuating rod 38 is
loosely fit to the sub-valve element 36, and the lower end thereof is loosely fit to the plunger 50. This is because the
spring 44 (off-spring) is provided between the sub-valve element 36 and the power element 6 and therefore no problem
is caused even though the actuating rod 38 is not fixed by press-fitting or the like to the sub-valve element 36 and the
plunger 50. On the contrary, eliminating such fixation by press-fitting can improve the workability of each of components,
which are the sub-valve element 36, the actuating rod 38 and the plunger 50, and also can improve the assembling
capability of these components. In a modification, the actuating rod 38 may be fixed by press-fitting to at least one of
the sub-valve element 36 and the plunger 50.
[0030] The actuating rod 38 is supported by the plunger 50 from below and is configured such that actuating rod 38
can be operatively coupled or linked to the main valve element 30, the sub-valve element 36 and the power element 6.
The actuating rod 38 appropriately transmits the solenoidal force, which is a suction force generated between the core
46 and the plunger 50, to the main valve element 30 and the sub-valve element 36. At the same time, a drive force,
which is generated by an expansion/contraction movement of the power element 6, is so exerted on the actuating rod
38 as to oppose the solenoidal force. Hereinafter, this drive force to oppose the solenoidal force will be referred to as
"pressure-sensing drive force" also. In other words, when the main valve is under control, the force adjusted by the
solenoidal force and the pressure-sensing drive force acts on the main valve element 30 and appropriately controls the
opening degree of the main valve. At a startup of the compressor, the actuating rod 38 resisting the biasing force of the
spring 44 is displaced relative to the body 5 in accordance with the magnitude of the solinoidal force, pushes up the sub-
valve element 36 after having closed the main valve, and thereby opens the sub-valve. As the suction pressure Ps
increases substantially even while the main valve being under controlled, the actuating rod 38 resisting the biasing force
of the bellows 45 is displaced relative to the body 5, pushes up the sub-valve element 36 after having closed the main
valve, and thereby opens the sub-valve. As a result, a bleed function is achieved.
[0031] The sleeve 48 is made of a nonmagnetic material. A plurality of communicating grooves 66 are provided, in
parallel with the axis line, on a side of the plunger 50. A communicating hole 68, which communicates the inside and
outside of the plunger 50, is provided in a lower portion of the plunger 50. Such a structure as this enables the suction
pressure Ps to be led to a back pressure chamber 70 through the spacing between the plunger 50 and the sleeve 48
even though the plunger 50 is positioned at a bottom dead point as shown in FIG. 1.
[0032] A pair of connection terminals 72 connected to the electromagnetic coil 54 extend from the bobbin 52 and are
led outside by penetrating the end member 58. Note that only one of the pair of connection terminals 72 is shown in
FIG. 1 for convenience of explanation. The end member 58 is installed in such a manner as to seal the entire structure
inside the solenoid 3 contained in the casing 56 from below. The end member 58 is molded (injection molding) of a
corrosion-resistant resin, and the resin material is filled into gaps between the casing 56 and the electromagnetic coil
54 also. With the resin material filled into the gaps between the casing 56 and the electromagnetic coil 54, the heat
release performance is enhanced because the heat generated by the electromagnetic coil 54 is easily conveyed to the
casing 56. The ends of the connection terminals 72 are led out from the end member 58 and connected to a not-shown
external power supply.
[0033] FIG. 2 is a partially enlarged cross-sectional view of the upper half of FIG. 1. A labyrinth seal 74 having a
plurality of annular grooves by which to restrict the passage of refrigerant is provided in a sliding surface of the main
valve element 30 relative to the guiding passage 27. A dividing wall 76 is provided in a middle part of the main valve
element 30 along the direction of axis line. An underside of the dividing wall 76 functions as a "to-be-engaged portion"
capable of being engaged with the actuating rod 38 as appropriate. The diameter of an upper portion of the actuating
rod 38 is reduced and this reduced diameter portion of the actuating rod 38 runs through an insertion hole formed in a
center of the dividing wall 76. A stepped portion of the reduced diameter portion of the actuating rod 38 constitutes an
engagement portion 78 in the actuating rod 38. A plurality of through-holes 80, through which the refrigerants pass, are
formed around the insertion hole of the dividing wall 76.
[0034] The spring 42 is set between the dividing wall 76 and the core 46. In the structure like this, the contact point of
the spring 42 and the main valve element 30 is situated more toward a main valve chamber 24 side than a middle of a
sliding portion in the guiding passage 27. Thus, the main valve element 30 is stably supported by the spring 42 as with
a so-called balancing toy. As a result, the occurrence of hysteresis caused by a fluctuating or wobbling movement made
when the main valve element 30 is driven to open and close can be prevented or suppressed.
[0035] A plurality of internal passages 39, by which to communicate an internal passage 37 of the main valve element
30 with the working chamber 23, are formed in the sub-valve element 36. Openings of the internal passages 39 are
formed both at a plurality of positions of a side surface of an upper part of the sub-valve element 36 and on an underside
of the sub-valve element 36. The position of the stepped portion of the actuating rod 38 is set such that the engagement
portion 78 is spaced apart from the dividing wall 76 at a predetermined interval L or more, while the sub-valve element
36 is seated on the sub-valve seat 34. The predetermined L serves as a so-called "play" or "backlash".
[0036] As the solenoidal force is increased, the actuating rod 38 is displaced relative to the main valve element 30
and thereby the sub-valve element 36 can be lifted. As a result, the sub-valve element 36 and the sub-valve seat 34
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can be spaced apart from each other so as to open the sub-valve. Also, the solenoidal force can be directly conveyed
to the main valve element 30 with the engagement portion 78 and the dividing wall 76 being engaged with (abutted
against) each other, so that the main valve element 30 can be pressed in a closing direction of the main valve with great
force. This structure functions as a lock release mechanism that releases a locked state where the main valve element
30 is locked as a result of the entanglement of foreign material in the sliding portion of the main valve element 30 relative
to the guiding passage 27.
[0037] The main valve chamber 24 is formed coaxially with the body 5 and is constructed as a pressure chamber
whose diameter is larger than that of the main valve hole 20. Thus, a relatively large space is formed between the main
valve and the port 16, so that a sufficiently large flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the main passage can be ensured
when the main valve is opened. Similarly, the sub-valve chamber 26 is formed coaxially with the body 5, too, and is
constructed as a pressure chamber whose diameter is larger than that of the main valve hole 20. Thus, a relatively large
space is formed between the sub-valve and the port 14. As shown in FIG. 2, an attaching/detaching portion located in
between an upper end of the main valve element 30 and a lower end of the sub-valve element 36 is so set at a central
part of the sub-valve chamber 26. In other words, a movable range of the main valve element 30 is set such that the
sub-valve seat 34 is constantly located within the sub-valve chamber 26, and therefore the sub-valve is opened or closed
in the sub-valve chamber 26. This can ensure a sufficient flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the sub-valve passage
when the sub-valve is opened. That is, the bleed function can be effectively achieved.
[0038] The power element 6 is configured by including a base member 84 and a bellows 45 (functioning as a "pressure-
sensing member"). The base member 84, which is constructed in a bottomed cylindrical shape by press-forming a metal,
has a flange 86 that extends radially outward at a lower end opening thereof. The bellows 45 is configured such that an
upper end of the bellows-like body thereof is closed and such that a lower end opening part thereof is hermetically welded
to an upper surface of the flange 86. The interior of the bellows 45 is an airtight reference pressure chamber S, and a
spring 88 that biases the bellows 45 in an expanding direction is set between the bellows 45 and the flange 86. The
reference pressure chamber S is in a vacuum state. The bellows 45 expands and contracts with a body of the base
member 84 as an axial center. The bellows 45 abuts against and is supported by the end member 13 at an end thereof
opposite to the flange 86.
[0039] In other words, the end member 13 is a fixed end of the power element 6. The set load of the power element
6 (i.e., the set load of the spring 88) can be adjusted by adjusting a press-fitting amount of the end member 13 to body
5. In a radially inward space of the bellows 45, a body of the base member 84 extends to a location near a bottom portion
of the bellows 45, and an upper end (a bottom of the base member 84) of the body of the base member 84 is located
near the bottom portion of the bellows 45. The sub-valve element 36 is configured such that a fitting section 89 protruding
upward is provided in a center of an upper end surface thereof and then the fitting section 89 is fitted to the body of the
base member 84. The bellows 45 expands or contracts in the direction of axis line (opening/closing direction of the main
valve and the sub-valve) according to a pressure difference between the suction pressure Ps of the working chamber
23 and the reference pressure of the reference pressure chamber S. A valve-opening-direction driving force is applied
to the main valve element 30 according to the displacement of the bellows 45. However, if the pressure difference
becomes large, the bottom portion of the bellows 45 comes in contact with the body of the base member 84 and will be
stopped thereby as a result of a predetermined contraction of the bellows 45, thus restricting the contraction.
[0040] According to the present embodiment, an effective pressure-receiving diameter A of the bellows 45, an effective
pressure-receiving diameter B (seal section diameter) of the main valve element 30 in the main valve, a sliding portion
diameter C (seal section diameter) of the main valve element 30, and a sliding portion diameter D (seal section diameter)
of the sub-valve element 36 are set equal to each other. Thus, the effect of the discharge pressure Pd, the crank pressure
Pc and the suction pressure Ps acting on a combined unit of the main valve element 30 and the sub-valve element 36
is cancelled. As a result, when the main valve is under control, the main valve element 30 is opened or closed according
to the suction pressure Ps received by the power element 6 at the working chamber 23. That is, the control valve 1
functions as the so-called Ps sensing valve.
[0041] In a modification, the diameters B, C and D are set equal to each other, and the effective pressure-receiving
diameter A may be set to a value different from the diameters B, C and D. That is, as described above in the present
embodiment, the diameters B, C and D are set equal to each other, and the internal passages of the valve elements
(the main valve element 30 and the sub-valve element 36) are made to penetrate vertically. Thereby, the effect of the
pressures (Pd, Pc and Ps) acting on the valve elements can be cancelled. Specifically, the pressures on the both ends
(in the vertical direction in FIG. 2) of a combined unit of the main valve element 30, the sub-valve element 36, the
actuating rod 38 and the plunger 50 are set to the same pressure (the suction pressure Ps), thereby canceling the
pressures. As a result, the diameter of each valve element can be set independently of the diameter of the bellows 45.
Suppose, for example, that the size of the bellows 45 is made smaller. Then, the valve elements can still be configured
while the diameter of each valve element remains large. In other words, the size of the main valve can be made larger,
and the size of the sub-valve can be made larger. As a result, the flow rate of the bleed valve can be set larger. Conversely,
the effective pressure-receiving diameter A may be set to a value larger than the diameters B, C and D. This can increase
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the design freedom of the bellows 45, the main valve element 30 and the sub-valve element 36.
[0042] Now, an operation of the control valve will be explained. FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 are each a diagram to explain an
operation of the control valve, and FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 correspond to FIG. 2. FIG. 2, already described above, shows a
state where the control valve operates with the minimum capacity. FIG. 3 shows a state where a bleed function is in
effect. FIG. 4 shows a relatively stable controlled state. A description is given hereinbelow based on FIG. 1 with reference
to FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, as appropriate.
[0043] While the solenoid 3 of the control valve 1 is not electrically conducting, namely while the automotive air
conditioner is not operating, no suction power between the core 46 and the plunger 50 is in effect. At the same time, the
suction pressure Ps is relatively high under normal circumstances. Thus, as shown in FIG. 2, the bellows 45 contracts
and, in this state, the biasing force of the spring 44 is transmitted to the main valve element 30 by way of the sub-valve
element 36. As a result, the main valve element 30 is spaced apart from the main valve seat 22, and the main valve is
fully opened. At this time, the power element 6 is substantially disabled, and no force in the valve opening direction acts
on the sub-valve element 36. Accordingly, the sub-valve remains closed.
[0044] On the other hand, as a starting current is supplied to the electromagnetic coil 54 of the solenoid 3 at the startup
of the automotive air conditioner, the sub-valve is opened if the suction pressure Ps is higher than a valve opening
pressure determined by the supply current value (hereinafter referred to as "sub-valve opening pressure" also). In other
words, the solenoidal force overcomes the biasing force of the spring 44 and thereby the sub-valve element 36 is pushed
up. As a result, the sub-valve element 36 is spaced apart from the sub-valve seat 34, and the bleed function is effectively
achieved. During this operational process, the main valve element 30 is pushed up by the biasing force of the spring 42
and is then seated on the main valve seat 22. As a result, the main valve is closed. That is, after the main valve is closed
and thereby the delivery of discharged refrigerant into the crankcase is restricted, the sub-valve is opened and the
refrigerant in the crankcase is promptly relived into the suction chamber. This can promptly start the compressor.
[0045] Even when the suction pressure Ps is low and the bellows 45 has expanded, such as when a vehicle is exposed
to a low-temperature environment, the sub-valve is opened if the suction pressure Ps is higher than the sub-valve opening
pressure determined by the supply current value. In other words, as shown in FIG. 3, the solenoidal force overcomes
the biasing force of the bellows 45 and thereby the power element 6 and the sub-valve element 36 are pushed up in an
integrated manner. As a result, the sub-valve element 36 is spaced apart from the sub-valve seat 34, and the bleed
function is effectively achieved. Note that if a set pressure Pset (described later) is varied according to an environment
to which the vehicle is exposed, the "sub-valve opening pressure" varies accordingly as well.
[0046] As long as the value of current supplied to the solenoid 3 (supply current value) is within a range of control
values for the main valve, the opening degree of the main valve is autonomously regulated such that the suction pressure
Ps is equal to the set pressure Pset set by the supply current value. Since the spring load of the spring 44 is sufficiently
large, the sub-valve element 36 is seated on the sub-valve seat 34 and the sub-valve maintains its closed state as shown
in FIG. 4, while the main valve is under control. On the other hand, the suction pressure Ps is relatively low. As a result,
the bellows 45 expands and the main valve element 30 is moved to regulate the opening degree of the main value. At
this time, the main valve element 30 stops at a valve-lift position where four forces are all balanced. Here, the four forces
are the force by the spring 44 in the valve opening direction, the force by the spring 42 in the valve closing direction, the
solenoidal force in the valve closing direction, and the force by the power element 6 in response to the suction pressure
Ps in the valve opening direction.
[0047] As, for example, the refrigeration load becomes large and the suction pressure Ps becomes higher than the
set pressure Pset, the bellows 45 contracts with the result that the main valve element 30 is displaced relatively upward
(in the valve closing direction). As a result, the opening degree of the main valve becomes small and therefore the
compressor operates in such a manner as to increase the discharging capacity. As a result, a change is made in a
direction where the suction pressure Ps drops. Conversely, as the refrigeration load becomes small and the suction
pressure Ps becomes lower than the set pressure Pset, the bellows 45 expands. As a result, the power element 6 biases
the main valve element 30 in a valve opening direction so as to increase the opening degree of the main valve and
therefore the compressor operates in such a manner as to reduce the discharge capacity. This maintains the suction
pressure Ps at the set pressure Pset. As the suction pressure Ps becomes much larger than the set pressure Pset, it
may be anticipated that the main valve is closed and the sub-valve is opened depending on a high-level suction pressure
Ps. However, the presence of "deadband" (described later) until the opening of the sub-valve after the closing of the
main valve prevents a situation, where the main valve and the sub-valve open and/or close unstably, from being hap-
pening.
[0048] If the engine load gets larger during such a steady control operation and therefore a reduction in the load to
the air conditioner is desired, the conduction state (on/off) of the solenoid 3 is switched from on to off. This means that
no suction power is in effect between the core 46 and the plunger 50. Thus the main valve element 30 gets separated
away from the main valve seat 22 by the biasing force of the spring 44 and then the main valve is fully opened. At this
time, the sub-valve element 36 is seated on the sub-valve seat 34 and therefore the sub-valve is closed. Thereby, the
refrigerant, at the discharge pressure Pd, which has been introduced into the port 16 from the discharge chamber of the
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compressor passes through the fully opened main valve and flows into the crankcase from the port 14. Hence, the crank
pressure Pc rises and then the compressor performs a minimum capacity operation.
[0049] A detailed description is now given of valve opening characteristics. FIG. 5 and FIGS. 6A to 6C are each a
graph showing the valve opening characteristics of a control valve. FIG. 5 shows open/close states of the main valve
and the sub-valve in response to a displacement of the actuating rod. The horizontal axis of FIG. 5 represents magnetic
gaps of the main valve element 30, and the vertical axis thereof represents the valve strokes of the main valve and the
sub-valve. Here, the magnetic gap of the main valve element 30 is a distance between the core 46 and the plunger 50,
and the valve stroke is an uplift amount of an applicable valve element from its applicable valve seat. The solid line in
FIG. 5 indicates the main valve, and the dashed-dotted line (chain line) therein indicates the sub-valve.
[0050] As shown in FIG. 2, the stroke of the main valve is the maximum when the solenoid 3 is turned off and the
actuating rod 38 is at the bottom dead point. As shown in FIG. 3, the stroke of the sub-valve is the maximum when the
solenoid 3 is switched from off to on and the actuating rod 38 is at a top dead point. As shown in FIG. 5, the sub-valve
is fully opened when the magnetic gap is the minimum; the main valve is fully opened when the magnetic gap is the
maximum. At an intermediate point of magnetic gaps (an intermediate point of displacement of the actuating rod 38),
there is a fully-closed point where both the uplift amount of the main valve element 30 and the uplift amount of the sub-
valve element 36 are zero, that is, both the main valve and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed. As the actuating
rod 38 is displaced downward relative to the fully-closed point, the opening degree of the main valve becomes larger
gradually while the sub-valve is being closed. Conversely, as the actuating rod 38 is displaced upward relative to the
fully-closed point, the opening degree of the sub-valve becomes larger gradually while the main valve is being closed.
[0051] In the present embodiment, the seal section diameter of the sub-valve element 36 in the sub-valve is set almost
equal to the seal section diameter of the main valve element 30 in the main valve. Thus, the main valve and the sub-
valve have an almost equal inclination (slope) of the valve opening characteristics indicating the relation between the
uplift amount and the valve opening degree (area of opening). In a modification, the seal section diameter of the sub-
valve element 36 in the sub-valve may be set larger than that of the main valve element 30 in the main valve. According
to this modification, the area of opening of the sub-valve can be varied more greatly as compared to the uplift amount
of the sub-valve element 36 and therefore a large flow rate of refrigerant can be obtained at the time the sub-valve is
open. Or alternatively, the seal section diameter of the sub-valve element 36 in the sub-valve may be set smaller than
that of the main valve element 30 in the main valve.
[0052] FIGS. 6A to 6C are graphs showing the valve opening characteristics in response to the suction pressure Ps
corresponding to values of current supplied to the solenoid 3. In FIG. 6A, the supply current value is set to 0.68 (A). In
FIG. 6B, the supply current value is set to 0.52 (A). In FIG. 6C, the supply current value is set to 0.26 (A). The vertical
axis in each of FIGS. 6A to 6C represents the suction pressure Ps, and the horizontal axis therein represents the valve
strokes. The solid line in each of FIGS. 6A to 6C indicates the main valve, and the dashed-dotted line therein indicates
the sub-valve.
[0053] As is evident from FIGS. 6A to 6C, when the supply current value is constant, the valve closing point of the
main valve and the valve opening point of the sub-valve are determined for the suction pressure Ps, and a range of
pressures within which both the main valve and the sub-valve are closed is determined. Here, this range of pressures
will be hereinafter referred to as "deadband". In other words, the valve closing point of the main valve is determined by
four loads. Here, the four loads are the load of the solenoid 3 in response to the supply current value in a valve closing
direction, the load of the spring 42 in a valve closing direction, the load of the spring 44 in a valve opening direction, and
the load of the power element 6 in a valve opening direction. Also, the valve opening point of the sub-valve is determined,
by the load of the spring 42 in a valve opening direction, based on the valve closing point of the main valve. In other
words, the sub-valve starts to open at a point where the load of the power element 6 in a valve closing direction becomes
smaller by an amount of load of the spring 42 acting on the sub-valve at the valve closing point of the main valve, namely
at a point where the suction pressure Ps becomes higher by the reduced amount of load of the power element 6. Thus,
the valve closing point of the main valve and the valve opening point of the sub-valve can be set by adjusting the load
of the spring 42. Adjusting the value of current supplied to the solenoid 3 allows pressure values assumed during the
course from the valve closing point of the main valve to the valve opening point of the sub-valve, namely the pressure
values of the suction pressure Ps for which a deadband takes place, to be shifted in a high-pressure direction or a low-
pressure direction.
[0054] More specifically, as shown in FIG. 6A, the pressure values, at which the suction pressure Ps takes the values
of 0.13 to 0.25 (MPaG), obtained by setting the supply current value to 0.68 (A) are set as a deadband. And the sub-
valve starts to open when the suction pressure Ps is 0.25 (MPaG) or above. As shown in FIG. 6B, the pressure values,
at which the suction pressure Ps takes the values of 0.23 to 0.35 (MPaG), obtained by setting the supply current value
to 0.52 (A) are set as a deadband. And the sub-valve starts to open when the suction pressure Ps is 0.35 (MPaG) or
above. As shown in FIG. 6C, the pressure values, at which the suction pressure Ps takes the values of 0.36 to 0.48
(MPaG), obtained by setting the supply current value to 0.26 (A) are set as a deadband. And the sub-valve starts to
open when the suction pressure Ps is 0.48 (MPaG) or above. According to the present embodiment, even though the
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suction pressure Ps is low, the sub-valve is able to be opened by causing the supply current value to rise.
[0055] Also, as shown in FIG. 6A to FIG. 6C, in the present embodiment, each deadband is set such that the deadband
is given a width of 0.12 (MPa). For the purpose of preventing such an unstable state as the situation where the main
valve and the sub-valve are alternately opened and closed, the width of each deadband is preferably so set as to be
0.05 (MPa) or more. In other words, if the width of the deadband is too small, the main valve and the sub-valve may be
alternately opened and closed when the suction pressure Ps varies near the fully-closed point. In such a case, the
rasping hitting sound may possibly be produced in the valve section and therefore the main valve and the sub-valve are
more likely to be unstable. Such the unstable state is prevented by setting the width of the deadband to 0.05 (MPa) or
above or more preferably 0.1 (MPa) or above.
[0056] FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B are each a graph showing, in more detail, the valve opening characteristics in response
to the suction pressure Ps. Similar to FIG. 6A, FIG. 7A shows a case where the supply current value is 0.68 (A). Similar
to FIG. 6B, FIG. 7B shows a case where the supply current value is 0.52 (A). FIG. 8 is a graph showing a method for
achieving the valve opening characteristics in FIG 7A and FIG. 7B. The horizontal axis of FIG. 8 represents the magnetic
gaps, and the vertical axis thereof represents suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3 or drive force characteristics
of the power element 6. Where the supply current value is considered constant, the lower the suction pressure Ps is,
the larger the magnetic gap will be; the higher the suction pressure Ps is, the smaller the magnetic gap will be.
[0057] As is evident from FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, in the case where each supply current value is set, the sub-valve starts
to open when the suction pressure Ps exceeds a certain value (valve opening point). The control valve has a valve
opening property (valve opening characteristics) that the opening degree of the sub-valve increases as the suction
pressure Ps become larger and that the opening degree thereof sharply changes to a fully-opened state after a prede-
termined fully-opened pressure. Note here that the value of the predetermined fully-opened pressure servers as a
boundary value. In other words, as soon as the suction pressure Ps passes or reaches the predetermined fully-opened
pressure value, the opening degree of the sub-valve sharply changes to the fully-opened state. As shown in FIG. 7A,
in the case where the supply current value is 0.68 (A), the sub-valve is fully opened almost simultaneously with the
opening of the sub-valve. As in FIG. 7B, on the other hand, in the case where the supply current value is 0.52 (A), the
sub-valve is fully opened all at once after the suction pressure Ps becomes slightly higher than the valve opening point.
Thus, the responsiveness of the sub-valve at the time the sub-valve is opened can be improved by setting the supply
current value to 0.68 (A) rather than 0.52 (A).
[0058] Such a valve opening property (valve opening characteristics) is determined by a relationship between the
suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3 and the drive force characteristics of the power element 6 as shown in
FIG. 8. The drive force characteristics of the power element 6 is hereinafter referred to as "loading characteristics",
"loading characteristic" or "loading property" and is denoted by "PE characteristics (power element characteristics)" in
FIG. 8. In other words, the inclination (slope) of suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3 is set larger than that of
drive force characteristics of the power element 6 after the predetermined fully-opened pressure, with respect to a change
in the magnetic gap of the solenoid 3 that varies according to the suction pressure Ps. This achieves the valve opening
characteristics. For example, where the supply current value is 0.68 (A), the inclination of suction force characteristics
(solid line) of the solenoid 3 is larger than that of drive force characteristics of the power element 6 (two-dot chain line),
in almost entirely of the valve opening area of the sub-valve. As a result, as shown in FIG. 7A, at almost the same time
as the suction pressure Ps gets higher than the valve opening point, the sub-valve sharply changes to the fully-opened
state. For example, on the other hand, where the supply current value is 0.52 (A), the inclination of suction force
characteristics (chain line) of the solenoid 3 is larger than that of drive force characteristics of the power element 6 (two-
dot chain line), near a median value of a sub-valve opening area. As a result, as shown in FIG. 7B, when the suction
pressure Ps gets slightly higher than the valve opening point, the sub-valve sharply changes to the fully-opened state.
[0059] FIG. 9 is a graph showing a relationship between the supply current value to the solenoid and the valve opening
characteristics in response to the suction pressure Ps. The horizontal axis indicates the supply current values, and the
vertical axis indicates the valve strokes (valve opening degrees). When the suction pressure Ps is 0.6 (MPaG), the valve
opening characteristics are indicated by a solid line in FIG. 9. When the suction pressure Ps is 0.5 (MPaG), the valve
opening characteristics are indicated by a dotted line in FIG. 9. When the suction pressure Ps is 0.3 (MPaG), the valve
opening characteristics are indicated by a dashed-dotted line in FIG. 9. When the suction pressure Ps is 0.2 (MPaG),
the valve opening characteristics are indicated by a two-dot chain line in FIG. 9. When the suction pressure Ps is 0.1
(MPaG), the valve opening characteristics are indicated by a broken line in FIG. 9.
[0060] It is evident from FIG. 9 that when, for example, the suction pressure Ps is 0.5 or 0.6 (MPaG), the valve opening
point of the sub-valve is 0.25 (A). Here, the valve opening point of the sub-valve point represents a boundary point in a
current value where the state of the sub-valve changes from a closed state to an open state. When the suction pressure
Ps is 0.3 (MPaG), the valve opening point of the sub-valve is 0.57 (A). When the suction pressure Ps is 0.2 (MPaG),
the valve opening point of the sub-valve is 0. 76 (A). When the suction pressure Ps is 0.1 (MPaG), the valve opening
point of the sub-valve is 0.93 (A). This means that when a current exceeding a valve opening point according to a given
suction pressure Ps is supplied, the sub-valve is opened. Here, the "current exceeding a valve opening point according
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to a given suction pressure Ps" is hereinafter referred to as "valve opening current" also. In other words, when, in a state
where a supply current value with which to set the suction pressure Ps at the set pressure Pset has been set, the supply
current value is a valve opening current corresponding to the present suction pressure Ps, the sub-valve is opened;
otherwise, the sub-valve maintains the closed state.
[0061] Suppose, in the present embodiment, that the supply current value is set to 0.68 (A) in order to set the set
pressure Pset at 0.1 (MPaG), for instance. In this case, if the suction pressure Ps at a startup of the compressor is in a
high-load state of 0.5 or 0.6 (MPaG), the sub-valve will be immediately fully-opened and the compressor will promptly
shift its operation mode to a maximum-capacity operation. As a result, the suction pressure Ps drops and is brought
close to 0.1 (MPaG). If the suction pressure Ps is about 0.3 (MPaG), the sub-valve will be opened to a predetermined
opening degree to which the sub-valve is not fully opened, and shifting the operational mode of the compressor to the
maximum-capacity operation is accelerated. As a result, the suction pressure Ps relatively quickly drops and is brought
close to 0.1 (MPaG). If the suction pressure Ps is about 0.2 (MPaG), the compressor will be started without the trouble
of opening the sub-valve. However, the compressor has been started with the main valve being closed and therefore
the suction pressure Ps drops and is brought close to 0.1 (MPaG). If the suction pressure Ps is about 0.1 (MPaG), the
opening degree of the main valve will be controlled with the sub-valve remained closed in such a manner as to keep
this state.
[0062] Suppose, in the present embodiment, that the supply current value is set to 0.52 (A) in order to set the set
pressure Pset at 0.2 (MPaG), for instance. In this case, if the suction pressure Ps at a startup of the compressor is in a
high-load state of 0.5 or 0.6 (MPaG), the sub-valve will be immediately fully-opened and the compressor will promptly
shift its operation mode to a maximum-capacity operation. As a result, the suction pressure Ps drops and is brought
close to 0.2 (MPaG). If the suction pressure Ps is about 0.3 (MPaG), the compressor will be started without the trouble
of opening the sub-valve. However, the compressor has been started with the main valve being closed and therefore
the suction pressure Ps drops and is brought close to 0.2 (MPaG). If the suction pressure Ps is about 0.2 (MPaG), the
opening degree of the main valve will be controlled with the sub-valve remained closed in such a manner as to keep
this state. If the suction pressure Ps is in a low-load state of about 0.1 (MPaG), the main valve will be immediately fully-
opened while the sub-valve remains closed, and the compressor will promptly shift its operation mode to a minimum-
capacity operation. As a result, the suction pressure Ps quickly rises and is brought close to 0.2 (MPaG).
[0063] As described above, in the present embodiment, the valve opening characteristics of the sub-valve are regulated,
as appropriate, so that the suction pressure Ps can be quickly brought close to a set pressure Pset in response to a
supply current value corresponding to the set pressure Pset. When observed for each suction pressure Ps, the range
of the supply current values, where the main valve and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed, exists as a deadband.
In FIG. 9, when the suction pressure Ps is 0.5 or 0.6 (MPaG), the range of 0.18 to 0.25 (A) is the deadband. Similarly,
when the suction pressure Ps is 0.3 (MPaG), the range of 0.42 to 0.57 (A) is the deadband. When the suction pressure
Ps is 0.2 (MPaG), the range of 0.62 to 0.76 (A) is the deadband. When the suction pressure Ps is 0.1 (MPaG), the range
of 0.80 to 0.93 (A) is the deadband. In the present embodiment, when controlling the on/off of the solenoid is performed
by a duty control using a pulse width modulation (PWM) of about 400 Hz, the supply current value with which to set the
set pressure Pset is set to an intermediate value (near a median value) of the deadband. This enables the simultaneous
closed states (the fully-closed point) of the main valve and the sub-valve to be maintained in a stabilized manner. This
also prevents a situation where the main valve and the sub-valve are alternately opened and closed and thereby a
rasping collision noise occurs.
[0064] An additional description is now given of a case where the state of FIG. 2 changes to the state of FIG. 3, based
on FIG. 9. If, for example, the suction pressure Ps is as relatively high as about 0.6 (MPaG), the state of FIG. 2 changes
to the state of FIG. 3. In other words, as the suction pressure Ps becomes about 0.6 (MPaG), the bellows 45 is the
minimum and consequently does not function. As a result, the sub-valve element 36 operates depending on only the
solenoidal force opposing the biasing force of the spring. That is, the movement of the sub-valve element 36 does not
depend on the suction pressure Ps but depends on the supply current value. In such a case, as the supply current value
is increased, the main valve is closed when the supply current value hits a current value (e.g., 0.18 (A)) overcoming a
difference between the spring loads of the springs 42 and 44. Then the both the main valve and the sub-valve are closed.
As, in this state, the supply current value is further increased, the sub-valve element 36 starts to lift from the sub-valve
seat 34 when the spring load of the spring 42 acts entirely on the main valve seat 22 (e.g., 0.25 (A)). Although the
deadband where the supply current value serves as a parameter is set in FIG. 9, it goes without saying that this is
synonymous with the setting of the deadband where the suction pressure Ps servers as a parameter in FIGS. 6A to 6C.
In other words, FIG. 9 is derived by replacing the pressure-based property as in FIG. 6 with the current-based values.
[0065] As shown in FIG. 9, in the case where the suction pressure is 0.6 (MPaG), the inclination of the valve stroke
relative to the supply current value is vertical at the time of opening/closing of each of the main valve and the sub-valve.
In other words, as the supply current value is increased from "0", a change is made all at once from the fully-opened
state of the main valve (the valve stroke: 0.3 mm) to the closed states (fully-closed states) of the main valve and the
sub-valve when the supply current value hits 0.18 (A). Similarly, a change is made all at once from the closed state of
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the sub-valve to the fully-opened state thereof (the valve stroke: 0.25 mm) when the supply current value hits 0.25 (A).
Also, the width of the deadband at 0.6 (MPaG) is smaller than that at 0.3 (MPaG). Regarding this point, a description is
given as follows.
[0066] FIG. 10 is a graph for explaining why the valve opening characteristics are provided in the case of 0.6 (MPaG)
shown in FIG. 9. The horizontal axis represents the valve strokes (valve opening degrees) of the main valve and the
sub-valve and the magnetic gas, and the vertical axis represents the suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3 in
response to the supply current value and the loading characteristics of the spring. In FIG. 10, the solid line and the
broken line indicate the suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3, and the dashed-dotted line and the two-dot chain
line indicate the loading characteristics of the spring.
[0067] As is evident from FIG. 10, as the supply current value is increased from a point where the main valve is fully
opened (the main valve stroke: 0.3 mm), the suction force of the solenoid 3 exceeds the loads (the resultant force) of
the springs 42 and 44 when the supply current value reaches 0.18 (A). As a result, the main valve element 30 starts to
be displaced in a valve closing direction. At this time, the inclination of suction force characteristics of the solenoid 3 is
larger than that of drive force characteristics of the springs 42 and 44. Hence, as the opening degree of the main valve
becomes smaller, the difference between the solenoidal force and the spring load becomes larger without further in-
creasing the current value. This causes the main valve element 30 to be displaced all at once toward the fully-closed
point while the current value is kept at 0.18 (A). As a result, the inclination of change in the stroke of the main valve
becomes almost vertical as shown in FIG. 9.
[0068] Immediately after the main valve element 30 is seated on the main valve seat 22, the load of the spring 42 acts
on both the main valve element 30 and the sub-valve element 36. In this state, a load F of the spring 42 assigned to the
sub-valve element 36 is gradually shifted to the main valve seat 22 as the solenoidal force becomes larger as a result
of an increase in the supply current value. The sub-valve starts to open when all of the load of the spring 42 has been
shifted to the main valve seat 22. This load F produces the deadband.
[0069] As the supply current value reaches 0.25 (A), all of the load of the spring 42 is shifted to the main valve seat
22. Since at this time the suction force of the solenoid 3 exceeds the load of the spring 44, the sub-valve element 36
starts to be displaced toward an opening direction of the sub-valve. At this time, the inclination of suction force charac-
teristics of the solenoid 3 is larger than that of drive force characteristics of the spring 44. Hence, as the opening degree
of the sub-valve becomes larger, the difference between the solenoidal force and the spring load becomes larger without
changing the current value. This causes the sub-valve element 36 to be displaced all at once toward the valve opening
point while the current value is kept at 0.25 (A). As a result, the inclination of change in the stroke of the sub-valve
becomes almost vertical as shown in FIG. 9.
[0070] Also, where the suction pressure Ps in FIG. 10 is 0.6 (MPaG), the inclination of suction force characteristics of
the solenoid 3 is larger than that of the loads of drive force characteristics of the springs 42 and 44, over an entire stroke
area of the main valve. Hence, as the main valve starts to be closed at 0.18 (A), the suction force of the solenoid 3
increases by reducing the opening degree of the main valve. In other words, the solenoidal force increases without
having the supply current value increased, and the thus increased solenoidal force works in such a direction as to cancel
out a load F2, which is part of the loads (the resultant force) of the springs 42 and 44. Since the load F2 eventually
cancels out part of the deadband, the width of the deadband is small. That is, if the inclination of the loads of drive force
characteristics of the springs at the time the supply current value is 0.18 (A) is larger than that of suction force charac-
teristics, a load F1 in FIG. 10 would generate a deadband. However, since the inclination of suction force characteristics
is larger than that of the loads of drive force characteristics of the springs, the deadband is smaller by the amount of the
load F2. In the case like this when the suction pressure Ps is 0.6 (MPaG), the supply current value is set to an intermediate
value (near a median value) of such the deadband even though the width of the deadband is small. This enables the
simultaneous closed states (the fully-closed point) of the main valve and the sub-valve to be maintained in a stabilized
manner. This also prevents a situation where the main valve and the sub-valve are alternately opened and closed and
thereby a rasping collision noise occurs. In other words, it is safely said that a sufficient width of deadband is ensured
for the deadband to have such a function effect. The similar advantageous effects are also achieved in the case when
the suction pressure Ps is 0.5 (MPaG).
[0071] As described above, in the present embodiments, the valve opening point of the main valve is set by regulating
the loads of the springs 42 and 44 and the power element 6; the valve opening point of the sub-valve is set by regulating
the loads of the spring 44 and the power element 6. Also, the value of the suction pressure Ps with which to close the
main valve, the value of the suction pressure Ps with which to open the sub-valve after the main valve has been closed,
and the pressure values of the suction pressure Ps at which the deadband takes place are set by setting the value of
current supplied to the solenoid 3. Also, the value of the suction pressure Ps with which to open the sub-valve after the
main valve has been closed is given an appropriate range of values. This can prevent a situation like one where the
main valve and the sub-valve are alternately opened and closed, so that the bleed function can be achieved in a more
stabilized manner. Also, the value of the suction pressure Ps at which the sub-valve moves to open is appropriately
varied by varying the value of current supplied to the solenoid 3. Accordingly, the sub-valve opening pressure is also
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varied by varying the supply current value and thereby varying the set pressure Pset according as, for example, the
vehicle is exposed to a high-temperature environment or a low-temperature environment. As a result, the bleed function
can be promptly achieved in any one of such the environments. In other words, the condition under which the sub-valve
can be opened is not limited to the cases where the pressure sensed by the power element 6 exceeds a specific pressure
value (fixed value). Hence, the bleed function can be appropriately achieved depending on an air-conditioning state or
environment. Furthermore, the sub-valve chamber 26 where the sub-valve is placed is configured such that the diameter
of the sub-valve chamber 26 is larger than that of the main valve hole 20. Thus, a sufficient flow rate of refrigerant flowing
through the sub-passage can be ensured when the sub-valve is opened, so that the bleed function can be achieved
more effectively.
[0072] The description of the present invention given above is based upon illustrative embodiments. These embodi-
ments are intended to be illustrative only and it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that various modifications could
be developed within the technical idea underlying the present invention.
[0073] In the above-described embodiments, the description has been given of a so-called Ps sensing valve, as an
example of the control valve, which is enabled upon directly sensing the suction pressure Ps and where the power
element 6 is placed in the working chamber 23 filled with the refrigerant at the suction pressure Ps. In a modification,
the control valve may be constituted as a Ps sensing valve, which is enabled upon practically sensing the suction pressure
Ps. Specifically, the control valve according to this modification may be configured such that the power element is placed
in a pressure chamber filled with the refrigerant at the crank pressure Pc and such that the crank pressure Pc is canceled.
[0074] In the above-described embodiments, the description has been given of an example where the bellows 45 is
used for a pressure-sensing member that constitutes the power element 6. A diaphragm may be used, instead. In such
a case, the structure may be such that a plurality of diaphragms are coupled in the direction of axis line in order to ensure
a necessary running stroke required for the pressure-sensing member.
[0075] In the above-described embodiments, the description has been given of an example where a spring (coil spring)
is used as the biasing member regarding the springs 42, 44, 88 and the like. It goes without saying that an elastic material,
such as rubber or resin, or an elastic mechanism, such as a plate spring, may be used instead.
[0076] In the above-described embodiments, the description has been given of the case where the reference pressure
chamber S inside the bellows 45 is in a vacuum state. Instead, the reference pressure chamber S may be filled with air
or filled with a predetermined gas serving as a reference. Or alternatively, it may be so filled as to have any one of the
discharge pressure Pd, the crank pressure PC, and the suction pressure Ps. In such a case, the power element may
be configured such that the power element is activated by sensing, as appropriate, the pressure difference between the
interior and the exterior of the bellows. Also, in the above-described embodiments, the description has been given of
the structure where the pressures Pd, Pc and Ps directly received by the main valve element are canceled. Instead, the
structure may be such that at least any one of the pressures Pd, Pc and Ps is not canceled.
[0077] The present invention is not limited to the above-described embodiments and the modifications only, and those
components may be further modified to arrive at various other embodiments without departing from the scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A control valve (1) for a variable displacement compressor for varying a discharging capacity of the compressor for
compressing refrigerant led into a suction chamber and discharging the compressed refrigerant from a discharge
chamber, by regulating a flow rate of the refrigerant led into a crankcase from the discharge chamber, the control
valve (1) comprising:

a body (5) having:

a discharge chamber communication port (16) that communicates with the discharge chamber;
a crankcase communication port (14) that communicates with the crankcase;
a suction chamber communication port (12) that communicates with the suction chamber;
a main passage that communicates between the discharge chamber communication port (16) and the
crankcase communication port (14); and
a sub-passage that communicates between the crankcase communication port (14) and the suction chamber
communication port (12);

a main valve seat (22) provided in the main passage;
a main valve element (30) configured to open and close a main valve by touching and leaving the main valve
seat (22);
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a power element (6) configured to supply a drive force in a valve opening direction to the main valve element
(30) according to a displacement amount of a pressure-sensing member (45), the power element (6) including
the pressure-sensing member (45) for sensing a predetermined pressure-to-be-sensed and developing a dis-
placement in an opening or closing direction of the main valve;
a solenoid (3) configured to generate a force opposing the drive force of the power element (6) when the solenoid
(3) electrically conducts;
an actuating rod (38) configured to transmit a force generated by the solenoid (3) to the power element (6), the
actuating rod (38) being coupled with the solenoid (3);
a sub-valve seat (34) provided in the sub-passage;
a sub-valve element (36) configured to open and close a sub-valve by touching and leaving the sub-valve seat
(34); and
a biasing member (42) configured to bias the main valve element (30) in a closing direction of the main valve,
characterised in that
a range of the pressures-to-be-sensed (Ps), where the main valve and the sub-valve are simultaneously closed
until the sub-valve element (36) is lifted from the sub-valve seat (34) after the main valve element (30) has been
seated on the main valve seat (22), is set as a deadband, and
a value of the pressure-to-be-sensed (Ps) with which to close the main valve, a value of the pressure-to-be-
sensed (Ps) with which to open the sub-valve after the main valve has been closed, and pressure values at
which the deadband takes place are set variably by setting a value of current supplied to the solenoid (3).

2. A control valve (1), for a variable displacement compressor, according to claim 1, wherein the actuating rod (38)
and the main valve element (30) are each configured by separated elements,
wherein the biasing member (42) biases the main valve element (30) such that when the main valve is open, the
main valve element (30) follows movements of the actuating rod (38) and the pressure-sensing member (45), and
wherein, when the main valve is closed, the sub-valve is able to be opened by displacing the main valve element
(30) and the actuating rod (28) relative to each other.

3. A control valve (1), for a variable displacement compressor, according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein a range of the
deadband is set such that the range thereof is greater than or equal to 0.05 MPa.

4. A control valve (1), for a variable displacement compressor, according to any one of claim 1 to claim 3, wherein the
control valve (1) has a valve opening characteristic that as the pressure-to-be-sensed (Ps) becomes higher, an
opening degree of the sub-valve becomes larger and that the sub-valve sharply changes to a fully-opened state
after a predetermined fully-opened pressure.

5. A control valve (1), for a variable displacement compressor, according to claim 4, wherein the valve opening char-
acteristic is achieved in a manner such that an inclination of suction force characteristic of the solenoid (3) is set
larger than that of drive force characteristic of the power element (6) after the predetermined fully-opened pressure,
with respect to a change in a magnetic gap of the solenoid (3) that varies according to the pressure-to-be-sensed (Ps).

Patentansprüche

1. Regelventil (1) für einen Verdichter mit variabler Verdrängung zum Verändern des Durchsatzvermögens des Ver-
dichters zum Verdichten eines in eine Ansaugkammer eingeleiteten Kühlmittels und zum Auslassen des verdichteten
Kühlmittels aus einer Auslasskammer durch Regulieren des Massendurchsatzes des aus der Auslasskammer in
ein Kurbelgehäuse eingeleiteten Kühlmittels wobei das Regelventil (1) folgendes aufweist:

einen Ventilkörper (5) mit:

einer Verbindungsöffnung (16) zur Auslasskammer, welche mit der Auslasskammer in Verbindung steht,
einer Verbindungsöffnung (14) zum Kurbelgehäuse, welche mit dem Kurbelgehäuse in Verbindung steht,
einer Verbindungsöffnung (12) zur Ansaugkammer, welche mit der Ansaugkammer in Verbindung steht,
einem Hauptkanal, der eine Verbindung zwischen der Verbindungsöffnung (16) zur Auslasskammer und
der Verbindungsöffnung (14) zum Kurbelgehäuse herstellt,
einem Nebenkanal, der eine Verbindung zwischen der Verbindungsöffnung (14) zum Kurbelgehäuse und
der Verbindungsöffnung (12) zur Ansaugkammer herstellt;
einen Hauptventilsitz (22), der in dem Hauptkanal vorgesehen ist;
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ein Hauptventilelement (30), das so ausgebildet ist, dass es durch Berühren des Hauptventilsitzes (22) und
Abheben von diesem ein Hauptventil öffnet und schließt;
ein Leistungselement (6), das so ausgelegt ist, dass es in Entsprechung zu einem Betrag der Verdrängung
eines Druckfühlerteils (45) in Ventilöffnungsrichtung dem Hauptventilelement (30) eine Antriebskraft zuführt,
wobei das Leistungselement das Druckfühlerteil (45) zum Erfassen eines zu erfühlenden vorgegebenen
Drucks und zum Entwickeln einer Verdrängung in Öffnungs- oder Schließrichtung des Hauptventils umfasst;
einen Magneten (3), der so ausgelegt ist, dass er eine der Antriebskraft des Leistungselements (6) entgegen
gerichtete Kraft erzeugt, wenn der Magnet (3) elektrisch leitend ist;
eine Betätigungsstange (38), die so ausgelegt ist, dass sie eine von dem Magneten (3) erzeugte Kraft an
das Leistungselement (6) überträgt, wobei die Betätigungsstange (38) an den Magneten (3) angekoppelt ist;
einen Nebenventilsitz (34), der in dem Nebenkanal vorgesehen ist;
ein Nebenventilelement (36), das so ausgelegt ist, dass es durch Berühren des Nebenventilsitzes (34) und
Abheben von diesem ein Nebenventil öffnet und schließt,
ein Vorspannteil (42), das so ausgelegt ist, dass es das Hauptventilelement (30) in Schließrichtung des
Hauptventils vorspannt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Bereich der zu erfühlenden Drücke (Ps), in dem das Hauptventil und das Nebenventil gleichzeitig
geschlossen sind bis das Nebenventilelement vom Nebenventilsitz (34) abgehoben wird nachdem das
Hauptventilelement (30) auf dem Hauptventilsitz (22) aufgesetzt wurde, als Totband eingestellt ist, und
ein Wert des zu erfühlenden Drucks (Ps), mit dem das Nebenventil geöffnet wird nachdem das Hauptventil
geschlossen wurde, und die Druckwerte, bei denen das Totband vorliegt, variabel eingestellt sind, indem
ein Wert des dem Magneten (3) zugeführten Stroms eingestellt wird.

2. Regelventil (1) für einen Verdichter mit variabler Verdrängung nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem die Betätigungsstange
(38) und das Hauptventilelement (30) jeweils als separate Bauteile ausgelegt sind, bei welchem das Vorspannteil
(42) das Hauptventilelement (30) in der Weise vorspannt, dass dann, wenn das Hauptventil geöffnet ist, das Haupt-
ventilelement (30) den Bewegungen der Betätigungsstange (38) und des Druckfühlerteils (45) folgt, und
bei welchem dann, wenn das Hauptventil geschlossen ist, das Nebenventil geöffnet werden kann, indem das Haupt-
ventilelement (30) und die Betätigungsstange (28) relativ zueinander verlagert werden.

3. Regelventil (1) für einen Verdichter mit variabler Verdrängung nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, bei welchem ein
Bereich des Totbands in der Weise eingestellt ist, dass der Umfang desselben größer als oder gleich 0,05 MPa
beträgt.

4. Regelventil (1) für einen Verdichter mit variabler Verdrängung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, bei welchem das
Regelventil (1) eine Ventilöffnungscharakteristik besitzt, mit welcher der zu erfühlende Druck (Ps) höher wird, ein
Öffnungsgrad des Nebenventils größer wird und im Anschluss an einen vorgegebenen Druck bei vollständiger
Öffnung das Nebenventil abrupt in einen vollständig geöffneten Zustand wechselt.

5. Regelventil (1) für einen Verdichter mit variabler Verdrängung nach Anspruch 4, bei welchem die Ventilöffnungs-
charakteristik in der Weise erzielt wird, dass eine Neigung der Charakteristik der Ansaugkraft des Magneten (3) so
eingestellt wird, dass sie im Anschluss an den vorgegebenen Druck bei vollständiger Öffnung größer als die der
Charakteristik der Antriebskraft des Leistungselements (6) wird, bezogen auf eine Veränderung des Magnetspalts
des Magneten (3), der sich in Entsprechung zu dem zu erfühlenden Druck (Ps) ändert.

Revendications

1. Soupape de régulation (1) pour un compresseur à déplacement variable afin de modifier une capacité de décharge
du compresseur pour comprimer du réfrigérant amené dans une chambre d’aspiration et décharger le réfrigérant
comprimé d’une chambre de décharge, en régulant un débit du réfrigérant amené dans une boîte de manivelle à
partir de la chambre de décharge, la soupape de régulation (1) comprenant:

un corps (5) ayant:

un orifice de communication de chambre de décharge (16) qui communique avec la chambre de décharge;
un orifice de communication de boîte de manivelle (14) qui communique avec la boîte de manivelle;
un orifice de communication de chambre d’aspiration (12) qui communique avec le chambre d’aspiration;
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un passage principal qui communique entre l’orifice de communication de chambre de décharge (16) et
l’orifice de communication de boîte de manivelle (14); et
un passage auxiliaire qui communique entre l’orifice de communication de boîte de manivelle (14) et l’orifice
de communication de chambre d’aspiration (12);
un siège de soupape principale (22) prévu dans le passage principal;
un élément de soupape principale (30) configuré pour ouvrir et fermer une soupape principale en étant en
contact avec et en quittant le siège de soupape principale (22);
un élément de puissance (6) configuré pour fournir une force d’entraînement dans une direction d’ouverture
de soupape à l’élément de soupape principale (30) selon une quantité de déplacement d’un élément de
détection de pression (45), l’élément de puissance (6) comprenant l’élément de détection de pression (45)
pour détecter une pression à détecter prédéterminée et développer un déplacement dans une direction
d’ouverture ou de fermeture de la soupape principale;
un solénoïde (3) configuré pour générer une force opposée à la force d’entraînement de l’élément de
puissance (6) lorsque le solénoïde (3) est électriquement conducteur;
une tige d’actionnement (38) configurée pour transmettre une force générée par le solénoïde (3) à l’élément
de puissance (6), la tige d’actionnement (38) étant couplée avec le solénoïde (3);
un siège de soupape auxiliaire (34) prévu dans le passage auxiliaire;
un élément de soupape auxiliaire (36) configuré pour ouvrir et fermer une soupape auxiliaire en étant en
contact avec et en quittant le siège de soupape auxiliaire (34); et
un élément de sollicitation (42) configuré pour solliciter l’élément de soupape principale (30) dans une
direction de fermeture de la soupape principale, caractérisée en ce que:

une plage des pressions à détecter (Ps), dans laquelle la soupape principale et la soupape auxiliaire
sont simultanément fermées jusqu’à ce que l’élément de soupape auxiliaire (36) soit levé du siège de
soupape auxiliaire (34) après que l’élément de soupape principale (30) a été installé sur le siège de
soupape principale (22), est déterminée comme étant une plage d’insensibilité, et
une valeur de la pression à détecter (Ps) avec laquelle on ferme une soupape principale, une valeur
de la pression à détecter (Ps) avec laquelle on ouvre la soupape auxiliaire après que la soupape
principale a été fermée, et des valeurs de pression auxquelles la plage d’insensibilité a lieu, sont réglées
de manière variable en réglant une valeur de courant alimenté au solénoïde (3).

2. Soupape de régulation (1) pour un compresseur à déplacement variable selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle la
tige d’actionnement (38) et l’élément de soupape principale (30) sont chacun configurés par des éléments séparés,
dans laquelle l’élément de sollicitation (42) sollicite l’élément de soupape principale (30) de sorte que lorsque la
soupape principale est ouverte, l’élément de soupape principale (30) suit les mouvements de la tige d’actionnement
(38) et de l’élément de détection de pression (45), et
dans laquelle, lorsque la soupape principale est fermée, la soupape auxiliaire peut être ouverte en déplaçant l’élément
de valve principale (30) et la tige d’actionnement (28) l’un par rapport à l’autre.

3. Soupape de régulation (1) pour un compresseur à déplacement variable selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, dans laquelle une plage de la plage d’insensibilité est réglée de sorte que sa plage est supérieure ou égale à
0,05 MPa.

4. Soupape de régulation (1) pour un compresseur à déplacement variable selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans laquelle la soupape de régulation (1) a une caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape de sorte que, lorsque
la pression à détecter (Ps) augmente, un degré d’ouverture de la soupape auxiliaire augmente et que la soupape
auxiliaire passe soudainement dans un état complètement ouvert après une pression complètement ouverte pré-
déterminée.

5. Soupape de régulation (1) pour un compresseur à déplacement variable selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle la
caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape est obtenue de sorte qu’une inclinaison de la caractéristique de force d’as-
piration du solénoïde (3) est supérieure à celle de la caractéristique de force d’entraînement de l’élément de puissance
(6) après la pression complètement ouverte prédéterminée, par rapport à un changement d’entrefer magnétique
du solénoïde (3) qui varie selon la pression à détecter (Ps).
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